
Trinity Investments Limited – Sea's Garena to
Sell Tencent's Games in the South East Asian
Region

Tencent Agrees Deal with SEA to Counteract Gaming
Regulations in China

Tencent again shows its understanding of
its business as it ties up with a regional
partner to counteract regulations on
gaming in China.

HONG KONG, HONG KONG, HONG
KONG, November 20, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A unit of digital
group Sea has first right of refusal to
publish online games from Internet
giant Tencent in Indonesia, Taiwan,
Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia and
Singapore.

The five-year arrangement announced
yesterday builds on a longstanding
strategic partnership between the
Chinese company and the unit -
Garena.

Garena already publishes a number of the most successful games from Tencent's portfolio,
including Arena of Valor and League of Legends.

The two companies said they will identify opportunities to distribute and promote top titles from
Tencent's portfolio in the relevant markets.

Sea chairman and group chief executive Forrest Li said: "Tencent is a global leader in the video
games industry, with a portfolio that includes some of the world's most popular and engaging
titles.

"This arrangement further solidifies our strategic partnership with Tencent to bring top quality IP
(intellectual property) to the large and growing games community in our region."

Sea is headquartered in Singapore and listed in New York.

Tencent president Martin Lau added: "Garena operates across some of the fastest-growing
markets globally, and has a deep understanding of the dynamics in these regions.

"Our long-term partnership and collaborations with Garena on key titles have been successful,
and we are glad to further deepen our strategic partnership through this arrangement."

“The move yet again shows how Tencent pay attention to their business and will always look to
make partnerships or collaborations that highlight their competitiveness.” Said Benjamin Hardy,
Senior Analyst for Asia Pac at Knight Investment. “Their continued ability to adapt, adopt and

http://www.einpresswire.com
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advance their key performing sectors is likely to attract further support from retail investors
globally.”

There is also the Tencent Music Entertainment IPO, anticipated to list in December. TME has
been directly compared to Spotify by many industry insiders, however its profitability is
significantly higher and more robust than its supposed competitor.

To find out more about Tencent, or their Tencent Music IPO and other opportunities Trinity
investments see’s in the markets, visit www.trinity-investments.com  or email us at info@trinity-
investments.com and we will happily get back to you.  
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